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Actual Metal Coverage at the Neck Is Critical for Flow-
Diverting Stents in Treating Intracranial Aneurysms

We read the interesting article by Schneiders et al,1 entitled

“A Flow-Diverting Stent Is Not a Pressure-Diverting

Stent.” The authors measured intra-aneurysmal pressure before,

during, and after placement of a flow-diverting (FD) stent and

found that the pressure inside the aneurysm momentarily de-

creased during placement but was restored to baseline values

within minutes. They agreed with the argument that the use of an

FD stent for treatment of intracranial aneurysms should be com-

bined with insertion of coils in the aneurysmal sac. After carefully

observing the conventional angiogram in their article, we found

that the included angle of the radiopaque longitudinal markers of

the stent at the neck was approximately 60°. Therefore, the stent

was partly elongated at the neck of the aneurysm.

The metal coverage rate (MCR) of an FD stent can change as a

result of either compression or stretching. The MCR (�) and pore

density of the stent can be calculated according to the following

formula:
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where N represents the wire number, d stands for the wire diam-

eter of the stent, B represents the length of the wire, which spirals

a complete turn, and � represents the included angle between

wires along the long axis of the stent. All measured units are in

millimeters. The tendency of the MCR corresponding to the in-

cluded angle of the stent wires is shown in Fig 1 when an FD stent

is compressed or stretched.

An FD stent with an MCR of 30% significantly affects the

hemodynamics in the aneurysm. An FD stent with a 35% actual

MCR at the neck can predict �95% of angiographic aneurysm

occlusions in rabbits.2 The Pipeline Embolization Device (PED;

Chestnut Medical Technologies, Menlo Park, California) pro-

vides a 30%–35% MCR with approximately a 142°–150° nominal

included angle between wires when it is fully expanded.3 The Silk

flow diverter (SFD; Balt Extrusion, Montmorency, France) pro-

vides 35%–55% MCR of the internal diameter of the target vessel

at a nominal diameter, and the included angle between wires is

�120°, as shown by a previous study.4 In an in vitro study of SFD

morphology, the local actual MCR of the FD stent at different

curvatures in different vessel models can change from 19% to

63%.5 The MCR decreases to a minimum, which is only approx-

imately 20%, when the included angle decreases to 90° in an FD

stent as shown in Fig 1. This actual MCR at the neck may not

significantly change hemodynamics. Even though the included

angle between wires can enhance the MCR when decreased to

�90°, the stent is severely stretched; this change may cause the

stent not to open.

The proper morphology of an FD stent at the neck is when the

included angle between wires is equal to or higher than its nomi-

nal angle, where the local actual MCR can achieve or exceed 35%.

In vivo and in vitro studies have also indicated that properly push-

ing the microguidewire or microcatheter can gain more MCR at

the neck for stasis and thrombosis of aneurysms.2,3 The included
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FIG 1. Correlation of theMCRwith the included angle between wires
along the long axis of an FD stent. This stent was made of 48 wires (N)
with a wire diameter of 0.04 mm (d) and a wire spiraling a complete
turn length of 14.2mm (B).When the included angle (�) is 90°, theMCR
decreases to a minimum of approximately 20%. When the included
angle is�30° (eg, the stent is stretched in themicrocatheter) or�150°
(eg, the stent is compressed at the neck), the MCR sharply increases.
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angle between wires of an FD stent at the aneurysm neck can be

easily displayed by angiographic CT.
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